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The new GS series HMIs: entry-level visualisation
technology for the particularly price-conscious
Duin, Ireland. 27th November 2014

The GS series – a new range of HMIs from Mitsubishi Electric – is set to be
launched at this year's SPS IPC Drives. The operating devices from this
particularly cost-effective series offer a simple and flexible entry-level option for
newcomers to the world of machine visualisation. The scope of functionality of
the GS series includes all the standard basic functions as well as a number of
special features.

One of the main functions offered by the GS series is data logging with which data from
system components can be evaluated and graphically displayed by means of the HMI
and transferred to an internal SRAM memory or externally onto an SD card or a PC, for
further evaluation. As a result, reports on machine utilisation or temperature
development can be drawn up without the need for separate algorithms. In addition,
using an SD card, project data can easily be accessed via the HMI during the course of
commissioning, for example.

The FA transparent function allows access to automation components such as PLCs,
frequency inverters and servo amplifiers within a system via the HMI. This enables data
from connected components – even ones in remote parts of the system – to be viewed
and parameters or other settings to be adjusted from a central location. In addition, up to
two automation components can be directly connected to the HMI and visualised using
the multi-channel function.

Entries and changes made to the system via the HMI can be recorded in the so-called
operation log and assigned to the registered operator (operator authentication function).
The documented log data enable any steps previously carried out to be traced quickly if
required. In addition, operator-specific authorised access can be granted so that after the
authentication of the operating personnel, only corresponding released information will
be displayed.

In the event of a problem, the operator can use the sequence program monitor to display
the current PLC program code on the HMI without the need for an external computer or
additional software in order to identify errors. The integrated program editor enables
minor modifications to be made directly via the operating device, saving valuable time.

The GS series is explicitly aimed at low-end segment requirements and offers affordable
entry-level basic units for newcomers to visualisation technology. The GS series starts
with two GS21-type models available with 7 and 10-inch TFT displays in widescreen
format with WVGA resolution. The operating devices have 9 MB internal memories and
are equipped with an SD card slot along with USB and Ethernet ports.
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Images 1 & 2: The operating devices from the particularly cost-effective GS series offer
a simple and flexible entry-level option for newcomers to the world of machine
visualisation. [Source: Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.]

About Mitsubishi Electric
With over 90 years of experience in providing reliable, high-quality products to
both corporate clients and general consumers all over the world, Mitsubishi
Electric Corporation is a recognized world leader in the manufacture, marketing
and sales of electrical and electronic equipment used in information processing
and communications, space development and satellite communications,
consumer electronics, industrial technology, as well as in products for the energy
sector, water and waste water, transportation and building equipment.
With around 124.000 employees the company recorded consolidated group
sales of 39,3 billion US Dollar* in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2014.
Our sales offices, research & development centres and manufacturing plants are
located in over 30 countries.
Mitsubishi Electric Europe, Industrial Automation – Irish Branch is located in
Dublin, Ireland. It is a part of the European Factory Automation Business Group
based in Ratingen, Germany which in turn is part of Mitsubishi Electric Europe
B.V., a wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Japan.
The role of Industrial Automation – Irish Branch is to manage sales, service and
support across its network of local distributors throughout Ireland.

*Exchange rate 103 Yen = 1 US Dollar, Stand 31.3.2014 (Source: Tokyo Foreign ExchangeMarket)

Further Information:
Website:ie3a.mitsubishielectric.com
Website:www.mitsubishielectric.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/MitsubishiFAIRE
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/mitsubishi-electric-ireland
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/MitsubishiFAEU
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Mitsubishi-Electric-Ireland-Factory-Automation
/431651286897460
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